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NYSRC Installed Capacity Subcommittee 

Meeting #161  

June 27th, 2014 

10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.  

Meeting Minutes  
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Guests Present: 

Mr. Matt Senator (?) ..............................................................................  ......  

 

 

1. Topology 

 

Yachi Lin (NYISO) provided the updated version of the topology. She stated that 

the interface of PJMW to C is reduced by 100 MW. J to K interface also 

increased to 235 MW. The change to LOLE was minimal (fourth decimal place). 

 

Chair Erin Hogan (DOS) said that the NYISO should provide the nomogram 

tables as references. She recalled that there was a request for all downstate 

nomograms, and the second request was for a footnote defining the “all units” 

included in the Huntley nomogram. The NYISO will re-post the tables in the 

meeting materials. (AI 161-1) 

 

The topology was approved. 

 

 

2. Load Forecast Uncertainty 

 

Arthur Maniaci (NYISO) stated that the LFU results were approved by the LFTF. 

 

LFTF had some discussion about the rule of forecasting. LFTF did not want to 

document and lock down the process that may make the forecasting process 

much harder due to some subjectivity with certain parameters. LFTF is 

recommending that the process follows a guideline, but not rule based. 

 

Al Adamson (NYSRC- Consultant) asked why the NYISO expected the IRM to 

increase due to LFU. Mr. Maniaci said that there were some modest increase in 

the highest bins and that will have some upward pressure due to more load 

unserved. Specifically, zone K went up by 2% in bins 6 and 7, along with other 

changes. 
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Mr. Younger also said that A/C saturation could be another cause. Mr. Maniaci 

also said there appeared to be less load diversity over the years. It is a reflection 

on the current system conditions. 

 

LFU has been approved. 

 

 

3. Assumption Matrix 

 

Chair Hogan mentioned that the new daily peak logic should not be included in 

the matrix. She felt the group should perform a sensitivity run to see the impact to 

the model, prior to adopting this to a base case. 

 

Vice Chair Gregory Chu (Con Edison) stated that it would be appropriate to 

remove the “feature” from the assumption matrix list since it isn’t something that 

would need an update every IRM study. Furthermore, the group hasn’t decided 

to include this in this year’s study so it wouldn’t belong in the assumption matrix 

yet. 

 

Mark Younger (Hudson Energy Economics) reiterated the importance of the 

“feature”, which he considered a fix for a modeling error. He stated that the 

option is important to the model, especially we know that not having the option 

turned on we would have misrepresented the system behavior. 

 

Chair Hogan was very concerned the way General Electric presented the option 

as a “feature”, instead of just fixing the model directly. She did emphasize that it 

is important to do this as a sensitivity case first because we simply do not know if 

this option would affect other parts of the model when turned on.  

 

The final consensus is to remove the row “New LS feature” from the assumption 

matrix.  

 

Mr. Adamson wondered what the “?” meant in the row of “Forced and Partial 

Outage rates”. Mr. Drake said that there were factors that caused both upward 

pressure and downward pressure from the outage rates so it wasn’t certain the 
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direction of the IRM change. Upon closer inspection, Mr. Drake said that it should 

be low (-) instead. 

 

Richard Brophy (NYSEG) asked if MWs were added to J, why would the IRM 

impact would be low (+). There may be different effects on the IRM depending on 

the EFORd of the additional MWs. Chair Hogan said that perhaps we should 

state it as “unknown”. Dr. Kai Jiang (NYISO) said that this is driven by the 

difference between the new additional MW versus the existing group EFORd. 

The direction is (-) but the magnitude is not known. 

 

John Adams (NYSRC – Consultant) said that the summer maintenance MW will 

be available by next ICS. (AI 161-2) Mr. Drake said that the data will be provided 

to John Adams by next week. (AI 161-3) Mr. Adamson was concerned that the 

NYISO would run out of time to complete the parametric study, since we need to 

approve the parametric results by the next meeting. Chair Hogan suggested that 

the group meet with via a conference call (mid-July) to approve summer 

maintenance result. (AI 161-4) 

 

Chair Hogan stated that there would be no new wind units for model inclusion. 

Attachment B1 showed all of the wind units, and those without CRIS rights were 

also identified. Vice Chair Chu pointed out that Marsh Hill wind should have an 

asterisk because it has no CRIS rights, according to the table. 

 

Mr. Younger wondered why some units were not modeled, even the ones with 

CRIS rights. Mr. Drake said that for example, Fenner Wind has CRIS, but they 

have not participated in the capacity market. Mr. Younger then stated that the 

NYISO should remove their CRIS rights if they didn’t participate over time. Since 

the tariff has rules against people not participating, how come the NYISO does 

not enforce the rules? Chair Hogan said that this seems like an ICAP WG issue 

but the NYISO should provide some explanation. She suggested that the foot 

note should be changed from “chose not to participate in capacity market” to the 

same rule listed in Policy 5, which is “lesser of the DMNC or CRIS rights”. 

 

Mr. Adamson didn’t understand what the recommendation means in the “large 

hydro”. Mr. Drake said that large hydro is partially available all the time. The 
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NYISO said that they are looking to do an updated study. Chain Hogan said that 

the basis of recommendation should be based on historical data from NYPA 

(Niagara + St. Lawrence). 

 

Under capacity sales, reconfiguration auction to ISONE contracts would end up 

not materialize during June. Chair Hogan said that when this topic was originally 

was raised at the May meeting by , Shaun Johnson (NRG) noted that this topic 

had a lot of uncertainty and is recommending that we stick with the same method 

for this year, and possibly address this next year.  

 

Mr. Drake said that the NYISO performed a MARS run with new nomograms for 

the interface limits and the change of the result was very small. 

 

Vijaya Ganugula (NYISO) returned to the group with the most updated SCR 

values to be modeled. 742.1 MW is the recommended value. 

 

Voltage reduction testing has not been completed by every TO. Mr. Drake said 

they that he got  the results of the voltage reductions testing as of the morning of 

this meeting. He said that public appeal has dropped by 80 MW (8 MW for the 

model) and he was trying to get confirmation. Mr. Drake said 441 MW would be 

for 5% remote VR, 62 for 5% manual VR. Voluntary curtailment should be 61 

MW. Chair Hogan wondered about the key driver for the voluntary curtailment 

(industrial). Mr. Drake said he does not know but the voluntary programs have all 

been declining and shifting to bigger programs.  1310 MW will be the value used 

for 10 minutes reserve to zero.  

 

Mr. Brophy asked if we are implementing the PJM LOLE adjustment to between 

0.15 and 0.1 this year. Frank Ciani (NYISO) said that the NYISO is doing a white 

paper on the adjustment and this would be a sensitivity case for this year. 

 

ICS approved the assumption matrix, with the expectation that summer 

maintenance will be determine at the later conference call. 

 

Mr. Younger said that PSC took an undefined stance on Danskammer. The plant 

would not burn coal, but will burn natural gas instead. However, due to no 
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increase in gas capacity, the current amount of gas is being consumed by 

Roseton. He felt we may need to consider a nomogram for Danskammer 

performance in the future.  

 

4. Policy 5 Updates 

 

Mr. Adams thanked the NYISO for the appendix C E (APA/EFORd) write up for 

Policy 5. 

 

Mr. Adamson had comments on 3.4.1 footnote “Policy 5 does not determine 

‘specify’…” and insert “final” before LCR. 

 

The changes were approved by the ICS. 

 

 

5. Daily Peak Logic 

 

Mr. Drake said that he prepared a document on this topic, but he had to make 

some corrections and was not able to send it out for members’ review. He 

decided to talk about the results instead. 

 

The option effectively ensured that the peak hour of their respective load shape 

was used for LOLE computation. For example, the peak hour of a day in 2007 

may not be the same peak hour in 2002 or 2006. Without the option, the program 

will only use 2007 peak hour for computation, even for shapes 2002 and 2006 

that may have a peak on a different hour. He said that an example run using last 

year’s base case with the option on increased LOLE from 0.1 to 0.114. The 

resultant IRM increase was 0.5%. 

 

Mr. Younger said that this signified the importance of turning this option on. He 

asked if the NYISO has consulted with GE to determine the best way to model 

this year’s study, Dana Walters (NYISO) said no. 

 

Vice Chair Chu felt it is appropriate to use this function in the base case and so 

did Yuri Fishman (PSEG-LI), Mr. Adams, and the NYISO. Mr. Brophy wanted to 
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bring this back to his company before making a decision. Chair Hogan will bring 

this to the EC. 

 

 

6. Topology LOLE Change 

 

Dr. Jiang explained that after incorporating all of the topology changes (limit 

changes and nomograms) into last year’s base case, the MARS run produced a 

LOLE increase of 0.004. (0.1 to 0.104) 

 

 

7. Sensitivity Cases 

 

Chair Hogan asked why the group will be doing the top 5 cases. Mr. Adamson 

mentioned that those cases are there to show the impact of these different 

scenarios individually. Cases 6 to 12 help the EC to determine the final IRM %. 

 

Mr. Adamson wondered about the differences between cases 11 and 1. Mr. 

Walters said it is the same case. 

 

Mr. Younger suggested Danskammer with appropriate nomogram/or equivalent 

as a sensitivity. 

 

Mr. Walters questioned if the Indian Point retirement should still be a case since 

nothing will be changing by next year. 

 

Vice Chair Chu was wondering if we have a case 9 (Retirement Scenario) this 

year. Mr. Drake said that we need to define these sensitivities soon so we can 

meet the deadline. Mr. Younger doesn’t think there’s anything to model for this 

year’s study.  

 

Mr. Drake recommended a sensitivity case for the use of a different load shape. 

He said that 2002 is way too conservative. He mentioned that he will present 

another shape at the next meeting. Mr. Maniaci said that possibly 2005 would be 
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more representative than using 2002. Mr. Drake will provide some justification 

about the load shape selection at the next meeting (AI 161-5)  

 

Mr. Younger said that there may be limitations to the units due to environmental 

regulations, contrary to Peter Carney’s (NYISO) previous presentation results. 

Mr. Walters said this may need to be unit specific and confidentiality may be of 

concern. Mr. Younger said he hope it would be generic information. 

 

PJM LOLE sensitivity case would be phrased as “Set PJM LOLE cap to 0.15”. 

 

 

8. Transmission System Outage 

 

Vice Chair Chu was wondering if the NYISO had any news regarding the 

modeling of Chateauguay outages. Mr. Drake said that they were almost done 

with the creation of the transition rates and will be forwarding that to the working 

group. 

 

 

9. NPCC Document About Modeling Overhead Transmission Outages  

 

Mr. Ciani reported back that he was not able to get any information on the CP-8 

presentation that Syed Ahmed (National Grid) mentioned before.  

 

10. Additional Agenda Items 

 

Mr. Adamson recommended we review a draft list of action item at the end of the 

meeting. Vice Chair Chu said it sounds like a great idea and Chair Hogan agreed 

as well. 

 

Mr. Adamson spoke of the annual resource adequacy report from RCMS which 

covered 2014-2016 that ensures there will be sufficient resources to cover 117% 

reserve margin. The report was completed and approved. Mr. Adamson can 

forward the report to the ICS members. It is for information purposes only.  
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Secretary: Gregory Chu  

 (Con Edison)  

 

Next meetings: 

 

Meeting 162, Tuesday, July 29th at NYISO HQ 

Meeting 163, Wednesday, September 3rd at NYISO HQ 

Meeting 164, Wednesday, October 1st at NYISO HQ 

Meeting 165, Tuesday, October 28th at NYISO HQ 

Meeting 166, Monday, December 1st at NYISO HQ 

 


